
 13. The Reformation 

In popular imagination the Reformation is thought to have begun on October 31st 1517 when the 
Augustinian Friar Martin Luther nailed his 95 Theses to the door of the church at Wittenberg.  And in 
some senses this is true, but like most things the exact beginning is a little murkier.  Martin Luther was 

not the first person to take issue with the Roman Catholic Church, nor were his reforms the only ones to take place during 
the Reformation.  In addition, the ideas that ignited the Reformation were not strictly relegated to theological disputations; in 
fact, some of the things that occurred were almost entirely political in nature.  What follows is a very brief attempt to look at 
some of the events that led up to the Reformation, The Reformation proper and the far-reaching consequences of the 
Reformation.   

The Beginnings 

As Owen Chadwick states in his book The Reformation “At the beginning of the sixteenth century everyone that mattered in 
the Western Church was crying out for reformation.”1  However, in saying that it must be noted that there was a tremendous 
amount of latitude on what one meant by reformation.  Some felt that it must center on administration, others on the 
behavior of priests, others on the relationship between church and state and so on.  In the 1400’s because of claims of rival 
popes two councils were called to deal with this situation; the Council of Constance (1414-18) and the Council of Basel 
(1431-9).  “Those Councils gave the idea of reformation such an airing that it could never be forgotten.  They talked frankly, 
clamored for change, advertised abuses, suggested remedies, evoked claims and an idealism which they had then failed to 
satisfy.  They thereby multiplied discontent.”2  This discontent would be furthered by a number of new realities like the 
increasing power of sovereigns and increased learning among the upper and merchant classes.  In all of this, one can say that 
because of numerous factors there was a desire to reform and better the church, but the ultimate results of this were not 
foreseen, for ‘Europe wanted reform and was not expecting revolution.”3 

Mart in Luther 

If you want to think of the issue that really set Luther off it was indulgences (which was a financial transaction used to reduce 
the amount of punishment one has to undergo for sins)..  At the time Luther was teaching at the University in Wittenberg, 
the Archbishop of Mainz (who had jurisdiction over Wittenberg) was in desperate need of money because he had borrowed 
a lot from the Fugger of Augsburg.  To repay it he got into the indulgence business in a rather big way.  This shocked Luther 
and as a result he posted his 95 Theses.  It is important to note that the purpose of these Theses was not to break with 
Rome.  In fact, Luther initially believed that the Pope would have been shocked if he knew what was going on.  The Theses 
original intent was to start a debate, not a new church and as a result the Theses did not contain any of the central doctrines 
of the Lutheran Reformation.  This probably would have remained a local issue except that it was cutting into the 
Archbishop’s revenue, so he reported Luther to the Pope.  And here the line between theological and political begins to get 
blurred.  The Elector, Frederick of Saxony, did not like Italian meddling in his land so he protected Luther.  Meanwhile, the 
original 95 Theses had been reprinted and distributed across Germany and were causing quite a stir.  The debate between 
Luther and Rome would ultimately grow until Luther was excommunicated on January 3rd, 1521 at which point “the breach 
was complete.”4  The most comprehensive document summing up Lutheranism that was produced during Luther’s life was 
the Augsburg Confession.  It was produced in 1530 by Philip Melancthon and was approved by Luther.  It consists of 28 
articles of which the first 21 lay out Lutheran doctrines on faith and good works while the last spell out abuses.  Among the 
items articulated in the confession are that clergy can be married, saints are meant as examples and not intercessors and that 
Christ is truly present in the sacrament of the bread and wine.  

Calvin and Zwingl i  and the Reformed Churches  

If we view the reforms put forth by Luther as just that, reforms, the Reformation that occurred in Switzerland is much 
different.  It was more of a rethinking of the entire project.  Whereas Luther felt that things not specifically prohibited in 
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scripture were allowed, those like Calvin and Zwingli would approach things more from the standpoint of things that were 
officially sanctioned by scripture were the only things that were permissible.  These reforms would first take hold in Zurich 
where, between 1522 and 1525, the city would leave the Roman Catholic Church.  Under the leadership of Huldrych 
Zwingli (1484 – 1531) “The churches of Zurich were transformed in appearance.  Relics and organs were removed, pictures 
and images were sold or smashed [and the] surviving altars were stripped bare of ornament.”5  In the city of Geneva the 
French Lawyer Jean Calvin would make similar reforms to those of Zwingli. In his Institutes of the Christian Religion Calvin 
would lay out his theology for what came to be known as the Reformed Church (most famous for the concept of 
predestination which means your salvation was decided before you were even born and there is nothing that you cando 
about it).  Issues that would become cornerstones of Calvinistic theology are things like total depravity (i.e there is nothing in 
us that can save us) and predestination (i.e. God created certain people to be saved and others to be damned). 

England 

Different than the reforms in Germany and Switzerland, the reforms in England began as political and then would later turn 
to the theological.  Somewhat similar to Luther, the issue over which it would be fought is in many ways small in the overall 
scheme of things.  Henry VIII’s wife Catherine had previously been married to Henry’s brother Arthur who died less than 
six months after is marriage.  Henry would marry her, but only after special dispensation from the Pope as marrying your 
brother’s widow was forbidden by canon law.  When the marriage produced a number of stillbirths Henry became 
convinced that the marriage was not blessed by God.  As a result he sought out the Pope to declare that the previous 
dispensation he had declared was not valid.  The Pope not wanting to weaken his powers any more or to anger Catherine’s 
nephew Charles V, who had previously sacked Rome and held the Pope captive, rejected Henry’s request.  This set up a 
showdown over what kings could and could not do. By 1534 all legal rights and duties of the Pope would be transferred to 
the King of England.  With that the theology would follow.  However, since the theology did not lead like it did with the 
Lutherans or Calvinists, when it came about it was more fractured.  In the mix were Calvinists, Lutherans, Puritans and those 
who did not really want much to change at all.  One could argue that this tension has not been settled to this day. 

Others 

While we could say that the three previous reforms that we mentioned all occurred within the bounds of the church the 
other side of the reformation were those who came to be known as the Radical Reformation meaning they did not want to 
change some things around the edges but saw the whole church as rotten.  Groups like the Anabaptists who were so called 
because they did not believe in infant baptism and therefore re-baptized those who had been baptized as youths.  From the 
Anabaptists groups such as the Hutterites and Mennonites would emerge.  Also, groups like the Unitarians who were anti-
Trinitarian would emerge from the fringes of the Anabaptist movement.  These groups tended to want to return to the early 
church models (or their perception of the early church) before all of the corruption had set in.            

Quest ions 

1.  Do you think in some senses the church always needs to be reformed?  If so why? 
2.   Much of the Reformation dealt with the power of the church verses the power of kings.  How much power, if any do you 
think the church should have over temporal affairs? 
3.  With the advent of the printing press mass communication became much easier.  On balance do you think increased 
communication has been good or bad? 
4.  Zwingli believed that the church should only do things that scripture sanctioned?  What do you think churches should 
do? 
5.  A lot of church property was damaged or destroyed during the Reformation.  Do you think this was necessary or could 
the reformers have made their points in different ways? 
6.  In the early days the churches that came out of the Reformation were still very closely linked with the state.  In fact, most 
were the official church of that particular place.  Do you see any reason to have a state church? 
7.  Some of those to emerge from the Reformation ended up not being recognizably Christian (i.e. the Unitarians).  Why do 
you think this happened?     
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